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Hello friends! My name is Pietro Addinga, I’m from Ficarra, a

small town in the Nebrodi mountains, in the northeast of Sicily.

I attend the first year of the Language High School in Capo d’

Orlando, a town on the coast.

My favourite hobbies are listening to music and playing football;

in fact, in my free time I usually train or play videogames.

I like to be in the Erasmus project because I have not had the

opportunity to learn more about other cultures yet, and I am

curious to know new people from the world, who surely can

make me better.

My motto is: “Every disadvantage can be exploited”



Hello everyone!

My name is Letizia Caputo.

I am fourteen years old and on May the 19th I will be

fifteen. I live in Ficarra, a small village in the

province of Messina, located in the Nebrodi

Mountains, in the northeast of the Sicily. In my

country, there are very few people. We are 1400

inhabitants. I attend the first year of the Language

High School in Capo d’ Orlando, a town on the coast.

I chose this address because now languages are the

basis of everything and because I love traveling.

I practice a team sport that I love: volleyball and I am

a setter. In my free time I draw, watch TV series,

listen to music and I meet my friends.

I decided to participate in this project because I

would like to know the cultures of other peoples and

meet new friends. I conclude my presentation with a

motto that I hope will help those who are bullied:

“Report the bully, you are not alone.”

See you soon <3



Hello everyone, my name is Carmen Catalano, I’m 14 years old

and I am from a little town in the northeast of Sicily, it’s called

Castell’ Umberto. My passions are listening to music, watching

TV series (my favorite one is “The vampire diaries”) and riding

by horse. I attend the first year of Language High School in

Capo D’ Orlando and I like this project because I would like to

learn English very well and make new friends. My favourite

slogan is “if you can dream it, you can do it” because I think that

everything, we wish one day will became reality…. but now

let’s stop talking about me, lol.

I hope you will have fun with us.



Hello everyone. I introduce myself. My name is Giorgia Catalioti and I am 14 years old. I was born on

August 2nd, in 2006 in Sant’Agata di Militello. I come from in Naso, a small village in the Nebrodi

mountains. It is a small but is very beautiful village and you can visit many fantastic things. I am attending

the language course at Lucio Piccolo. I chose this address because I really love languages including English

and Spanish. Moreover, I also really enjoy travelling the whole world. My hobbies are playing volleyball,

reading, drawing and above all cooking. I can cook everything. I play volleyball because when I play, I feel

happy. I also love to read because I understand many things. I like to participate in Erasmus for

three reasons. The first because I don’t have the time to go to those places with which we are in contact

and then the second reason because I want to be able to defeat the phenomenon of bullying, which is

affecting most of the very weak young people. What is more, because I want to meet new people! I am

looking forward to starting to learn new things and meet new people. I finish this presentation with a very

important motto, “one for all, all for one” which means that we are all one person. Goodbye to everyone.



Hello everyone!

My name is Angelica Convertino, and I am 14 years old. I live in Brolo, a small town in

Sicily, and I attend the first year of the language High School at Lucio piccolo in Capo d’

Orlando. I chose this school because I have always been told that I have a predisposition

for languages, especially for English. My dream would be to study at a college in London

and graduate in languages. When I grow up, I would like to be a simultaneous translator. I

chose to join this project because I find it as a way to test language skills, meet new

people, travel and, all together, fight against bullying. I would like to participate so that I

can get to the maximum of my knowledge of English and I will try until I succeed. If that

does not happen, I will try again; as I always say, "it's not a bad life, it's just a bad day." it

is a quote from my favorite singer, Louis Tomlinson.



Hi, my name is Giada Fugà, I am from Italy, and I live in Capo

d’ Orlando, a small town located in the northeast of Sicily. I am

attending the first year of language High School. My hobbies are

listening to music (especially 60s music), reading books and

taking pictures of my friends and places. In my free time, I watch

TV. I like to be in the Erasmus Project because I want to make

new friends in other countries and cities, and know their

language. My motto is, “Remember to be yourself”.



Hello everyone! My name is Domenico Gatto, and I am 14 years old.

I live in Brolo, a small village in Sicily. I attend the first year of the

language High School at Lucio Piccolo in Capo D’ Orlando. I chose

this school because I have a passion for languages, especially for

English. My dream is to become a great coach for a foreign football

team. I chose to join this project because I find it as a way to improve,

meet new people and travel. In particular, I think that the topic of

bullying is very serious and important. My motto is, “it is more

painful not try than to try and fail.” One of the best coaches in the

world that is Marcelo Bielsa said this. Therefore, I have to do my best.



My name is Filippa Guidara, and I am 14 years old. I live in Sant'Angelo di Brolo a

small town in the province of Messina, in Sicily. I attend the first year of Language

High School in Capo d' Orlando. In my free time, I like listening to music, reading

books, watching TV series and meeting my friends. I am happy to participate In the

Erasmus Project because, in my opinion, it is very important to expand our knowledge

and to make new friends from other wonderful countries. Therefore, my motto is, “the

more you know, the happier you are”.



Hello! My name is Salvatore Valerio Gurgone, but everyone

calls me Valerio. I live in Ucria, a small village in the Nebrodi

Mountains. I am attending the first year of the Language High

School. In my free time I read books (fantasy, yellow books),

ride my bike, play football whit my friends and play the

videogames. I participate in the Erasmus project because the

topic is very interesting and actual and because I like to travel

and to meet new people. In addition, my slogan is: penalties are

missed by those who have the courage to take them.



I am Emily Isgró and I live in Capo d’ Orlando located in Sicily.

I attend the first year of the Language High School; my hobbies

are listening to music and going to the gym, in my free time I

love to spend time with my dear friends. I also love being with

my family and taking a walk with them. I decided to participate

in the Erasmus project because I think it can be a great

opportunity for all of us to meet new friends from other places.

My motto is if you want, you can do it!



Hello, my name is Cristian Manera, I am 14 years old, and I

live in Castell' Umberto. I live in Sfaranda, a very small but at

the same time wonderful village, because it is the place where I

grew up. My favorite hobbies are watching TV series, playing

football and meeting my friends. I chose the language High

School because I like languages and I would like to travel and

discover the cultures of other nations. I like this project because I

would also like to communicate with people from other

countries. My motto is Live and let live.



Hello everybody! My name is Giorgia Messina, I am fourteen years old, and I live in Sant’Angelo di Brolo, a small hill town in

the province of Messina, known for its great historical and cultural heritage and for the production of the “Sant’Angelo” salami,

exported almost all over Europe. Returning to me, I am a shy girl, especially with people that I do not know but, when I get to

know them, I become very friendly and kind. I consider myself stubborn, clever, a little bit and always hungry. I attend the first

year of the “Liceo Lucio Piccolo” high school in Capo d’Orlando. I choose this address because I love languages, especially

English. I think that if you know other languages the world will open up to you. I also love travelling, my dream is to visit all the

places in the world! In my free time, I like listening to English music, watching TV series, playing

volleyball, drawing and painting. I like to be in the Erasmus Project, because it is a beautiful experience, I like to know the

cultures of other countries and make new friends.

This project, as you know, is based on a fundamental concept: “bullying”, a phenomenon

that still present today. I want to finish my presentation with a motto: “Never give up”,

because in life you must never give up fighting obstacles! So, let’s fight bullying,

and let’s fight Covid!



My name is Chiara Princiotta and I am 14. I am a simple girl who likes

enjoying spending time with her friends. I live in Sicily with my family that is

my mum, my dad, my little sister and my brother who lives in another city. My

village is Piraino, on the top of a little hill, facing the sea. It is very ancient and

historical; in fact, you can visit the castle and enjoy an amazing view from the

big terrace on “Guardiola” square. In my free time, I like listening to music

because it does not make me think about everyday problems; the same thing is

for dancing. I also like watching movies and sometimes cooking. I want to

participate in the Erasmus because it is a unique experience. I can travel to

different states of the world, visit new places and meet new friends; I can become

aware of the bullying problem and try to solve it; I can learn English better and

have fun. My motto is “Take the chance”.



Hi! I am Carmine Raffaele Addamo,

I am from Sicily, and I live in Brolo.

Brolo is a small village in province of

Messina; it is near the sea, opposite the

Aeolian Islands. I am attending the

first year of Language School in Capo

D’ Orlando, another village near Brolo.

I have many hobbies, but the most

important is playing Volleyball, I really

love it. In my free time I love riding

my bike with my friends or playing

videogames. I like to be in the

Erasmus Project because I have the

opportunity to elevate my English and

learn other languages, to meet new

people and know their habit but above

all to have fun, trying to find a solution

for the problem of bullying.

Never look back, life goes on, enjoy it

and have fun!



My name is Giorgia Ricciardo, I’m from Italy and I live in Capo d’Orlando. My town is in the north of Sicily. I’m

attending the first year of language High School. My hobbies are watching TV series, listening to music and going

roller skating. In my free time I do these things. I like to be in the Erasmus project because it’s a good idea, you can

make new friends and see other countries. The topic is really important for us, as teenagers and we can learn how

to fight against it together. My personal motto is all for one one for all.



Hello everyone! I introduce myself. My name is Michelangelo Saporito. I am fourteen and very friendly. I live in Sant’Angelo

di Brolo, a small village in the province of Messina, located in the Nebrodi mountains. About 3,000 inhabitants live there. This

village is famous for the magnificent "Sant’Angelo" salami, which is exported throughout Europe. I attend the first year in the

language school of Capo d’ Orlando. I chose this address because now languages are the basis of everything. My dream is to

travel. During my free time, I draw, cook (particularly sweets), ride a bike, watch adventure films or go out with my friends. I

decided to participate in this project because I want to know their way of thinking and compare it with ours, but also because I

want to know the culture of other peoples. The purpose of this project is to make bullying disappear and it is one of the most

beautiful goals in life. I want to end this presentation with a motto:

"unity is strength”, together we make a difference.



Hi, my name is Sofia Sgrò end I am fourteen. My hobbies are playing volleyball, reading books and listening to music. My

favorite kinds of music are rap and pop, my favorite books are romantic books. I am a kind person, cheerful, friendly, a bit messy,

nice and jealous of my clothes. I am not very tall; my hair is brown, straight and long. My eyes are brown.

In my family, there are four people: my dad, my mom, my sister and I. My dad’s name is Alessandro, he is fifty-three, and he

works in his clothes shop. My mum’s name is Sabrina, she is forty-five, and she does not work. My sister’s name is Sveva, she is

ten, and she studies. My family and I live in Capo d’ Orlando, a little city in Italy. It is a town on the sea, the beach is great, and

there are some clothes shop, restaurants and museums. In the big central square, I always meet my friends for a walk. I chose the

Language School, because I love travelling. I chose to participate in the Erasmus project because I want to make new friends and

visit new countries. My motto is “you can if you think you can”.



Hello everybody! I am Angela Sirna, I am 13 years old, and I am from Italy. I live in Capo d’ Orlando, a small town on the

north coast of Sicily, near the sea. For now, I am attending the first year of language high school. In my free time I like drawing,

my favorite subjects are octopus, mushrooms and eyes, I like watching TV series, horror films and anime and I play the piano. I

want to be in the Erasmus project because I can make new friends, test my English, know new cultures and traditions, have new

experiences and I have a special opportunity, so I do not want to miss it!

My motto is ‘おいおいおい、上にあがりゃ関係ねえ’, it means ‘hey hey hey, it doesn’t matter as long as you’re on top’.



My name is Giulia Sirna, I’m thirteen years old, I am a simple girl, cheerful, kind and funny. I live with my parents and my

elder sister in Sinagra, a small town of two thousand inhabitants,  in the Nebrodi mountains, in Sicily. I live in the suburbs in 

the countryside, not far from the city. I would like to be part of the project because it is an opportunity that doesn’t  happen

many times and the fact of knowing English better, traveling, discovering new countries, making new friends, knowing their 

cultures is great! My personal motto is don't miss the opportunity because some and wonderful events happen only once in 

life and missing them for fear of not being up to them will make us regret it forever. So, even in this project you mustn’t miss

the opportunities.  Never miss great chances and you’ll never regret them.



Hello, my name is Giorgia Triscari, I am 14 years old, I live in Sicily in a little town in the province of Messina. I attend the

first years of language High School in Capo d' Orlando. My favorite hobbies are watching TV series, listening to music,

reading comics books, I can play the saxophone, I love the animals indeed I have one dog, her name is Roxy and two cats

which I have not given a name yet. As soon as I heard about this project, I accept without thinking twice because in my opinion

it is a wonderful opportunity, that helps a lot to communicate with people from other countries by comparing styles of life and

culture. My older sister has already participated in this project; she had a lot of fun and said it was a great experience. My

favorite motto is “go for it, do whatever you want without being afraid of the judgment of others”. Hope to meet you soon.



Hello my friends! I am Cheng Cheng Zhang, but everyone call

me Valentina. I am 14 years old. I am from Italy, and I live in

Capo d’ Orlando, in a small town on the north cost of Sicily. I am

attending the first year of Language High School.

I like listening to K-pop and my favorite groups are bts and black

pink. In my free time I love dancing and playing video games

with my friends. I like watching romantic TV series, anime and I

play the piano.

I want to be in the Erasmus Project because I love traveling and

we have the opportunity to improve our English and to learn new

languages, we can make new friends in other countries, and we

can know their cultures and their traditions.

My motto is “Do not dream your life; Live your dreams!”



VALENTINA AGLIO, teacher in 1ALN 

I am a teacher of English Language and Literature.
I have been teaching in Liceo Lucio Piccolo since 
the year 2000!!

My mission is teaching my students that 
communication opens the mind and the heart to 
the world and that culture gives freedom.

I love travelling and discovering all the nuances of 
what I see.

In my free time I read, write and act in brilliant 
comedies.

My values are love, family and friendship, beyond 
time and space.
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My name is Alessandra Caliò. I am fourteen. I am Italian and I live in Sicily, to be exact in Capo d'Orlando, It is a little town

and has about 13000 inhabitants. I attend a linguistic high school in Capo d'Orlando. My high school is called Lucio Piccolo. I

am medium height and slim, I have dark brown hair and brown eyes. I am initially shy but then I get very sociable.

I have been playing volleyball since I was seven; I love this sport, it gives me a lot of happiness. I have many hobbies: I like

going shopping, singing, dancing, reading but my favorite hobby is cooking; once a week, usually, at the weekend I make

delicious cakes with my mum, who passed this passion to me. After high school, I think I will go to university.

When I grow up, I'd like to be a teacher because I like this profession so much but at the moment, I don't know what I'm going

to teach, I think some languages such as French, Spanish or English because they are my favorite subjects. My personal slogan

is "Unity is strength". I am very happy to participate in this Erasmus Project. I am sure I will have a lot of fun. I am very joyful

to know new people from other countries and to exchange information with them.



My name is Beatrice Catalfamo; I am 14 years old and I am attending the

1B of Language High School in Capo d’Orlando. In my free time I go to

the gym, I go out with my friends, I go shopping with my mum and I do

my homework. I really like to cook, I like to play with my dog, and his

name is Ringo. I chose to study languages because since Middle School I

have always liked to study and learn languages and above all travel. The

job I would like to do when I grow up is to be a flight attendant. I really

enjoy taking part in the Erasmus project because we are a big family and

together we can overcome the shadow of bullying. TOGETHER WE WILL

DO IT



Hi, my name is Stella Forte and I’m fourteen years old. I’m tall

and thin. I have long, wavy, brown hair and small green eyes. I’m

a sensitive and touchy girl. I live in Capo d’Orlando, a little town

of 14,000 inhabitants, in the province of Messina. I attend the

linguistic high school because I like languages and traveling. I

have practiced swimming for 8 years. In my free time I like

going out with my friends, I like cooking cakes with my mom or

watching a TV series. I like the Erasmus project because my

passion is traveling and meeting new places. Last year I went to

Spain for two weeks with my sister, but I would love to go to

London or Paris. My motto is to always smile because smile is

your best weapon.



Hello, my name is Kevin Galati. I’m fourteen years old, I live in Capo D’

Orlando (a little town in province of Messina) with my mum and my dad and I

go to the language school. I’m average height; I’ve got short, straight and dark

brown hair; medium and brown eyes. I like walking, playing soccer (my

favourite teams are Juventus and Manchester City), playing with PlayStation,

listening to music (I like rock, hard rock, metal, heavy metal, punk, grunge and

pop music), reading (I like biographical and autobiographical books and

historical novels) and going out with my friends. When I grow up, I would like

to be a teacher or a tour guide, to make the beauties of Italy known to the

whole world. Also one day, I would like to start playing the guitar, my

favourite instrument.

This is me and this is my life. “If it’s worth doing something, it’s worth doing

it well”.



Hi! My name is Claudia Gentile and I ’m fourteen. I’m Italian and i live in Sicily in a little town called Brolo. I attend the

Lucio Piccolo hight school in Capo d’Orlando. I’m very happy to participate in this Erasmus project! Now, let’s talk about me!

I’m tall and slim. I’ve light brown hair and brown eyes. I’m honest and friendly, indeed one of my characteristics is that I

always have a smile on my face. I have been skating since I was seven and I love it. I have a lot of hobbies: singing, dancing,

playing sports, watching TV series and movies, being with my friends, etc…I do very well at school, in fact after high school I

would like to enroll in the university. I still don’t know what i want to do when i grow up, but i’m sure that with the passing of

time i will find it out.



Hi, everybody.

My name is Siria Lazzara. I am from Italy, in particular Sicily. I

live in Piraino, a small village in the Nebrodi Mountains. I attend

the first year of Language High School because I really love

languages. My hobbies are reading and cooking. I am happy to

be in the Erasmus Project because I can make new friends and

learn other languages.

My motto is: learn more than you can.



My name is Antonino Letizia

I am from Capo D'Orlando a little city in northeast Sicily, and I attend the first

year of Linguistic High School. I like to ride and repair my bike and I love to

know more things every day about everything and especially about engines and

mechanics. I like to be in this Erasmus project because we can know new things by

knowing new persons. My motto: “Always be curious!



Hi! my name is Carla Oreste, I am 14 years old, and I live in Capo D’Orlando, on the northern

coast of Sicily. I attended elementary school and middle school and now I'm in my first year of

high school. I'm a bit shy and emotional so I prefer to be with a few people or just with people

who make me feel good. During my free time I like doing many things: reading books, playing

video games, and going out with my friends or with my family. I love music and drawing, either

on paper or on a device. I love to practice sports, my beloved one is Karate. I quite like cooking,

sometimes I cook with my mom or with my sister. I enjoy traveling, I have been to France and

Greece, and I hope to visit many other countries. I would like to participate in the Erasmus

Project because I would love to meet guys of my age who speak in another language and so I

would improve my English and all the other languages that I study. And if there is the

possibility to travel and learn about new countries. My “motto” is the secret of getting ahead is

getting started.



Hi, my name is Emanuele Panzalorto, I am 13 years old, and I

live in Capo d'Orlando. My hobby is listening to some music and

playing basketball. My hair is curly and black, and my eyes are

dark brown, my height is 1.65. I love being with my family, they

can always support me, also my friends. I'm very shy to new

people but when i talk to them i gain confidence. I study at Lucio

piccolo highschool. I always take the bus to get there. Im not that

bad at school, my favorite subject is English, I really enjoy it!

When I am 16, I will dedicate my time to music, my passion. I

hope that this helped you to know me. Thanks for reading!



My name is Benedetta Passalacqua, I’m 14 years old and I live in Gliaca with my father Massimiliano, my mother Daniela

and my brother Giovanni. My hobbies are playing the piano, singing and dancing. I love K-pop music (Korean pop) and my

favourite band is BTS. I’m a negative person and they help me a lot, they are positive, and they showed me that there is a

reason to love myself and my life. I’m medium height, I have long, curly, brown and blue hair and I have big, brown eyes.

I’m kind, sweet, stubborn, funny, friendly, honest, ambitious, understanding, patient and clever, at least that’s what my mom

says (jk jk). I’m too shy and fragile and I hate it. My favourites subjects are Maths, Science and English. I study Latin just for

my grandpa, I really don’t like the teacher, sometimes she is kind, sometimes she is mad at everyone and creepy. I like French

but I don’t understand anything about it. I wanna go to Spain, England, Romania, Turkey and India. When I am be 16, I’ll go

to Korea, and I’ll become a singer and I’ll be in a K-pop group. I’m a few words, I’ll be famous and rich. I was kidding, I

want to help teenagers with my music, as BTS does.



My name is Matilde Pizzuto. I’m thirteen years old and I live in Brolo with my

mum. I attend the linguistic hight school in Capo D’Orlando. I am of average

height and I’m slim. I’ve got long straight brown hair and brown eyes. I wear

glasses and I have got freckles. I’m a sociable person and lively. I’m creative and

I’m very determined. I love listening to music, hanging out with my friends,

watching tv series and shopping. My great passions are languages and my favorite

language is English. My dream is to be a fashion designer. For this project I also

expect to improve my English first and other languages. Thank you for dedicating

your time

to hear about me!



Hi, my name is Aurora Raffaele and I'm fourteen years old. I live in

Gliaca, a small village on the North-Eastern coast of Sicily, by the sea.

I live with my family, and I attend the Language High School in Capo

d'Orlando. I'm average height and normal build. I have got short

brown hair and brown eyes. At the moment I don’t practice any sport,

but I like to listen to music, in fact my favorite band is Coldplay and I

like to cook cakes. I am happy to be in the Erasmus project because I

can learn many things for my life!



I’m Giuseppe Santamaria. I live in Raccuja with my family and I’m 13

years old. My family is composed of three people: my father Vincenzo, fifty

years old, an employee; my mother Maria, fifty-three years old, an employee

too, and me. I am an only child. I have short brown hair, brown eyes, and I’m

average height. I go to the linguistic high school in Capo D’Orlando. My

favorite subjects are Physical Education and Geography. I like playing

football, listening to music and watching films or TV series. In my free time I

watch TV series and play with Playstation. Union is strength.



Hi! I’m Sofia Segreto and I’m fourteen. I’m Italian and I live in Brolo, a little town in

the province of Messina. I attend the linguistic high school at the Lucio Piccolo high

school and I’m in 1^B. I have long blonde hair and blue eyes; I have very clear skin and

I’m very tall. I’m a kind person, quite patient and I like to help others, but I tend to be

very pessimistic and touchy. Twice a week I go to the gym and in my free time I like to

read and watch films and TV series. I’m very happy to do this project because I see it as

an opportunity to meet new people. After school, I’d like to be an archaeologist, but I

also think that in five years my ideas can change so I want to try all the possible

experiences to understand if being an archaeologist is really my way, in fact my motto is

“try to believe”.



Well, my English teacher asked me to write this little presentation to introduce myself. My name

is Carmen Zeus, and I am a first-year student of the Lucio Piccolo Language High School. I am

14, I am of medium height, I have wavy and brown hair, a round face, small nose and light

brown eyes, and I wear glasses. I am a tall girl for my age and thin. I am very sociable, and I

think I am pretty nice. I love reading classical or fantasy books, my favorite books are Harry

Potter. I love watching films or TV series on Netflix, especially science fictions and horrors. My

favorite kind of music is pop. I like singers like Ariana Grande, Shawn Mendes and Lady Gaga.

My real passion is skating. I have been skating since I was three; I have participated in many

competitions. I love languages, especially English, of course, and Spanish, but I can speak

French and I am an Italian mother tongue. I love traveling, so an Erasmus Project is a perfect

experience for me. I’ve always wanted to participate in a project like this, where students from

all over the World, in this case from all over the Europe, can talk to each other to find a solution

to a problem like bullying and where we can feel good, without problems, and be free to say

what we think.



MICHELE SOTTILE, teacher in 1BLN 

I am a teacher of English language and 

literature, and I am also a translator.

My family is my life: I love being a 

husband and a father.

I also enjoy having lots of friends.

I adore summer and everything that 

goes with it!!

In my free time I really like travelling , 

doing sports and listening to music.

I hate: bullies, lazy people, injustice!


